Pre-workshop Activity

• Divide two pieces of paper into six sections. Write the following categories, one in each section, on the page (Do this for both pages).
  - Education
  - Healthcare
  - Housing/Neighborhoods
  - Law Enforcement/Criminal Justice
  - Employment
  - Wealth Attainment
• On the first sheet, jot down up to three racial groups of people you think get the best: service/experience/outcomes in the U.S. for each category. You may repeat groups.
• On the second sheet, jot down up to three racial groups of people you think get the worst: service/experience/outcomes in the U.S. for each category. You may repeat groups.
• Using the internet, search the racial group per category and the word “policy” (limit your search to U.S. policies and seek out fact-based sources).
• Browse through the results for things that strike you and record them.
• Bring your results with you to the workshop.